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 Executive Summary 

Stanley v R (NSWCCA) - criminal law - robbery in company - sentence appeal - error in relation
to extent of applicant’s intellectual disability - sentence manifestly excessive - appeal allowed -
applicant resentenced

Chen v R; He v R (NSWCCA) - criminal law - drug offences - properly conceded that two
applicants had established parity grounds of appeal against sentences - applicants resentenced

R v Jenkin (No 2) (NSWSC) - criminal law - subpoena - murder - accused directed subpoena to
Commissioner of Police seeking production of ‘criminal histories’ of witnesses - documents to
be produced - access granted

R v Ahmadi; R v Hosseini; R v A, N; R v M, A (SASCFC) - criminal law - ‘criminal trespass’ -
violence offences - possession of firearm without licence - conduct of prosecutor - judge’s
directions - appeals against convictions dismissed

 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

Stanley v R [2018] NSWCCA 93
Court of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales
Simpson AJA; Johnson & Harrison JJ
Criminal law - robbery in company - applicant Aboriginal man with intellectual disability pleaded
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guilty to robbery in company - applicant sentenced to 3 years and 6 months in prison with 2
years and 6 months non parole period - applicant received 25 percent discount for guilty plea -
applicant sought to appeal against sentence’s severity, contending that judge erroneously
failed to finding his intellectual disability reduced offending’s objective seriousness, erroneously
failed to find his ’deprived background reduced his moral culpability’, and erred in finding
offences aggravated due to applicant being on ’conditional liberty; when offences were
committed’ - held: judge erred in concerning extent of applicant’s ’mental problems’, in
relation to applicant’s IQ score - sentence was manifestly excessive - appeal allowed -
applicant resentenced.
View Decision

Chen v R; He v R [2018] NSWCCA 95
Court of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales
White JA; Johnson & Harrison JJ
Criminal law - drug offences - applicant (Mr Chen) pleaded guilty to knowingly taking part in
supply of large commercial quantity of prohibited drug - Mr Chen sentenced to 7 years in prison
with five year non-parole period - applicant (Mr He) pleaded guilty to supplying large commercial
quantity of prohibited drug - Mr He requested Court take into account of offence on Form 1 - Mr
He sentenced to 9 years in prison, with 6 years and three months non-parole period - Mr Chen
contended that, following co-offenders’ successful sentence appeals, there was disparity in his
sentence to co-offenders, and that sentence was manifestly excessive - Mr He contended
primary judge erroneously found offence aggravated by being ’committed for financial gain’,
challenged sentence on ground of parity, and contended sentence was manifestly excessive -
s25(2) Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 (NSW) - held: concession was correctly made that
applicants had made out parity grounds of appeal - applicants resentenced.
View Decision

R v Jenkin (No 2) [2018] NSWSC 697
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Hamill J
Criminal law - subpoena - murder - dispute concerned subpoena which was directed by
accused to Commissioner of Police - subpoena sought production of certain prosecution
witnesses’ ’criminal histories’ - whether fishing expedition - whether legitimate forensic
purpose - whether ’on the cards’ that sought documents would ’materially assist’ accused’s
defence - whether to accept Commissioner’s submissions concerning access to documents -
’witness’s right to privacy’ - ’duty of disclosure’ - held: Court concluded that records should
be produced - access granted.
View Decision

R v Ahmadi; R v Hosseini; R v A, N; R v M, A [2018] SASCFC 39
Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia
Vanstone, Stanley & Parker JJ
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Criminal law - appellants convicted for ‘serious criminal trespass and offences of violence’ -
one appellant also convicted of possessing firearm without licence - appellants appealed
against convictions - appellants challenged prosecutor’s conduct and trial judge’s directions -
three appellants contended verdicts ‘unsafe and unsatisfactory’ - admissibility of evidence of
prior incidents - whether direction in respect of alibi evidence necessary - whether miscarriage
of justice arising from prosecutor’s conduct in respect of suggesting matters ‘without basis’ to
witnesses, and/or in submissions to jury in final address - held: there was some fault in
prosecutor’s conduct but no miscarriage of justice - no error in judge’s directions - open to jury
to convict appellants - appeals dismissed.
Ahmadi
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 Poetry
 
By: Claude McKay
Sometimes I tremble like a storm-swept flower,
And seek to hide my tortured soul from thee,
Bowing my head in deep humility
Before the silent thunder of thy power.
Sometimes I flee before thy blazing light,
As from the specter of pursuing death;
Intimidated lest thy mighty breath,
Windways, will sweep me into utter night.
For oh, I fear they will be swallowed up—
The loves which are to me of vital worth,
My passion and my pleasure in the earth—
And lost forever in thy magic cup!
I fear, I fear my truly human heart
Will perish on the altar-stone of art!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_McKay
 
Claude McKay - Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org
Festus Claudius "Claude" McKay (September 15, 1889 –
May 22, 1948) was a Jamaican writer and poet, who was a
seminal figure in the Harlem Renaissance.He wrote four
novels: Home to Harlem (1928), a best-seller that won the
Harmon Gold Award for Literature, Banjo (1929), Banana
Bottom (1933), and in 1941 a manuscript called Amiable
With Big ...
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